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High Marks for Literacy
Flip a coin in India, and chances are the other side will land in China. The two
nations couldn’t be more different as far as their education systems are concerned.
One has an education system governed by the people, whilst the other has one
imposed by the state. One has achieved almost universal primary education while the
other is lagging far behind. No prizes for guessing the former is China.
Pre-1949:Shaky beginnings
At the dawn of the 20th Century, a rising Japan threatened the security of the newly
minted Republic of China. The Middle Kingdom saw their neighbour’s strength lay
in the education of its people and reforms were quickly put in place. At the time,
China had an illiteracy rate of 80 percent and a population of 467 million people.1
In 1905, Imperial exams were abolished and the task of educating the world’s largest
population began. People initially viewed education as the sole preserve of the elite
and perception didn’t change until the mass literacy campaigns of the 1920s and 30s.
For the first time, modern education became a reality in mainland China. Schools
were built, a national curriculum established and girls received mass education.
After the fall of the Qing Empire in 1912, post Imperial China descended gradually
into civil war between Nationalist and Communist forces. Both sides used
educational reforms to impress upon the masses the relationship of achieving literacy
to national progress. Both sides also realised the critical value of education as a
political tool in winning over the support of the peasant underclass to their side.
From the early thirties until 1949, millions of people became literate in education
halls, libraries and community centres across the country. The Communist forces in
particular invested considerable efforts in rural areas through literacy groups, mass
reading campaigns, half-day schools and ‘donkey cart libraries’ toed from village to
village. Communist areas also set up local minban or community funded schools
throughout China’s vast network of unsupported villages, and promoted a level of
autonomy there that exists to this day.
By the start of the Second World War, Japan’s invasion meant money was running
out and educational drives on both sides focused solely on adult education in a bid to
improve immediate productivity. By 1949, the Nationalists had lost and the
Communists steam rolled into power, but the legacy of the period was to affect
China’s education system for the next three decades to come.
Whilst universal education campaigns of the 1930s lacked the time and resources to
make them more effective, they did create a solid infrastructure of schools and
policies for the new Government to build on. Further more, their influence had a
huge effect on future policy. Low funds meant that rural communities kept much of

their autonomy in managing local schools and adult education remained the
Governments main educational priority for the next 30 years.2
Post War – 1978: The Mao Era
In 1949, the People’s Republic of China (PRC) had a population of 532 million and
an illiteracy rate barely improved since 1900.3 Literacy was seen as an immediate
priority to stabilising the economy and the first mass literacy campaigns began in
earnest.4 Whilst the literacy advancements made during this time won no prizes, the
decisions made had a profound influence on Chinese society.
From the start, adult education was given priority. Teaching materials and education
programmes were designed to reflect the functional needs of workers and their living
conditions in the Chinese economy.5 Literate farmers were those that could recognise
and use 1500 Chinese characters, whilst cadres and city workers had to be proficient
in 2000 characters or more. Primarily this was meant to cut costs, though some
studies also claim it was a means of keeping social order.
By 1956, efforts were underway to unite the country under a common tongue.6 The
language of choice was a dialect local to China’s capital of Beijing called Mandarin or
putonghua, (‘common language’).7 To make Mandarin more accessible to the masses
the language was romanised into pinyin in 19588 and in 1964, the complex nature of
Chinese characters were simplified to make them easier to understand.9
Throughout the fifties and sixties, big Government and its mass campaigns proved a
general failure. During the first literacy campaign of the 1950s, plans to achieve five
year universal primary education within a decade were quickly dropped as the
Government realised it didn’t have the money to meet educational expectations.
Further efforts throughout the sixties met similar fates as China attempted to jumpstart
the economy through communism’s famous collectivisation of the countryside.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Political will is key to finding a solution.
Xinsheng Zhang, Education Today, May 2006
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1978 – Present: Capitalist Roaders
Mao Zedong, the ‘great helmsman’ of modern China, died in 1976 and China entered
a new phase. The new enigmatic leader, Deng Xiaoping took charge and China’s
‘open door’ economy rocketed.
In 1982, the country’s third national census opened eyes and caused a massive turn
around in educational policy. From the path of destruction and turmoil of the past 30
years, the illiteracy rate of China stood at 35.6 percent in 1982, a total of 230 million
people, or roughly the same number of illiterates China had had back in 1964.10
Although basic schooling, enrollments and girls education had all increased, China
had been unable to prevent the creation of new illiterates (primarily children) which

had kept literacy figures largely stagnant for the past 20 years. The quality of schools
was also blamed along with the old system’s failure to prevent new literates lapsing
back into illiteracy through lack of practice.
Suddenly, a second literacy boom began in China, with the focus this time on
‘blocking, eradicating, raising;’ block new illiterates, eradicate existing ones and raise
literacy levels to match the country’s new scorching pace of development. As
economic freedoms increased for the Chinese people, campaigns once again extolled
the benefits of literacy and talk was backed up by a raft of new reforms.
Universal education was made the priority of the new system; funding was sent
directly to local councils; community (minban) teachers were gradually replaced with
trained Government ones (gongban) and education was expanded to a compulsory 9
years, with additional funding for poor families who needed it.
Building on the lessons learnt over the last 30 years, post-literacy support was
expanded to new literates. Non-formal literacy programmes for adults were continued
in collaboration with formal schools and extra reading materials were provided to new
literates keen to maintain practice; including magazines, reading primers and
literature. Vocational education was also later combined with literacy courses to
maximise instruction to adult learners and improve economic productivity.
Throughout the nineties, new laws propagated by the Government spurred literacy
along. In 1986, the Government passed a law making 9 years education a legal right,
and regulations in 1988 reformed national educational policies to take a stronger hand
in setting overall guidance and policy whilst allowing localities to implement it.
International organisations such as UNESCO also aided the Government by adding a
greater emphasis on science and mathematics into the curriculum.
From 1990 to 1997, illiteracy decreased by 18.8 percent at a rate of 4.8 million per
year – above the targeted 4 million. By 2000, a total of 86 million illiterates remained
in China’s most backwards areas. Throughout the past fifty years, the Government
claims to have increased total funding year on year to education, forming 3.4 percent
of GNP in 2004, (higher than 3.3 percent for India and 2.0 percent in Pakistan).11
Whilst the lessons China has learnt over the past 50 years would be useful to any
developing nation, the country now faces its toughest challenge staying on top of it all.
Since year 2000, 2 million illiterates per year have been deducted from the bank,12 yet
an additional 30 million have been added to the population as funds were diverted to
developing the economy during the nineties.13
Today entire regions of the country are unconnected, poor and illiterate and even
being able to read doesn’t guarantee a high level of education. Minorities are also
facing an identity crisis as many attempt to justify learning a language they may never
use. There may be a foundation here in China, but there’s still a lot left to build.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------“Education is the cheap defence of nations”
Edmund Burke, philosopher (1729 – 1797)
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